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datahack / doors open @ 21:00 - 02:00 / 6 EURO
ACHTERHAVEN 148 ROTTERDAM / WWW.WORMWEB.NL
Hacked web cookies, data-mined business relationships between hardcore music and Rupert Murdoch, reflections on death and media, filtered and unfiltered bareback porn, computer generators taking over web design, breakcore performance with hardware- and software-hacked tools, algorithmically augmented political leaders, the perforation of the WORM building by Second Life objects copied into Google Earth, all wrapped up into a real time-printed mutogenical catalogue: expect this and more when Piet Zwart Design students take over WORM on all floors with their graduation show.

For years, the Media Design M.A. programme of the Piet Zwart Institute at Willem de Kooning Academy Rotterdam has been a hotspot for experimental media work in Rotterdam, and students and staffers have worked with and in WORM on several occasions. To find out what it's all about come to:

Opening: Saturday, July 7th, 15:00 - 18:00
Party: 
Saturday, July 7th, 21:00 - 02:00, night opening with musical acts and live performances
Sunday, July 8th, the exhibition continues, 12:00 - 18:00
Monday, July 9th (by appointment only)

Participating artists: Dominik Bartkowski (F & PL), Marc de Bruijn (NL), Andreea Carnu (USA), Andrea Fiore (I), Shahee Ilyas (MD), Walter Langelaar (NL), Nancy Mauro-Flude a.k.a. sister0 (AUS), Audrey Samson (CDN), Jorrit Sybesma (NL).

More information on http://pzwart.wdka.hro.nl/mdma

mede mogelijk gemaakt door: Gemeente Rotterdam, Mondriaan Stichting, FPPM, Rotterdam festivals

opening MDMA graduation show / start @ 15:00 / FREE
ACHTERHAVEN 148 ROTTERDAM / WWW.WORMWEB.NL